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FOREWORD

INTRODUCTION
Hi, my name is Scott Ehrisman. You may or may not remember me as the
smartass, rude waiter and bartender at TOE. I worked on and off at TOE
part-time for over 13 years. At one point it was my only job for a summer when I
was in between work. I will always be grateful for the gratitude of Natasha and
Raz.

The TOE was a colorful place, besides the different moods of the regular
musicians, customers and employees there was always some kind of curious
drama occurring at the place. We liked to bestow a party like, jazz night club
atmosphere, and our philosophy was we were going to have as much fun as the
clientele, and we did. I would often sit with customers and strike up a conversation during my shift. It wasn’t your typical 9-5 job, and it certainly wasn’t like any
other hospitality job I ever had. Putting out fires was par for course almost every
shift.

CHARLES LUDEN JAZZ POETRY
(PHOTO: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN) • 2005
Touch of Europe was in my life since its inception. My first visit was as a guest of
a dancer from Scarlett O'Haras. She said there was a new neat place in town,
and wanted to take me there for lunch. She was a dancer and a lawyer. Said she
began dancing during law school. This visit was before Razmik owned the place.
I became a regular.
After Razmik acquired the place, it was expanded and became a jazz joint. One
night I was headed up the stairs meeting Razmik at the door. He said, "Charles,
don't leave. Come down and have a shot of cognac with me." He was returning
from Sid's with a bottle. In the corner booth he poured two small glasses and
remarked, "Back in Russia my friends are drinking cheap vodka on a dirt floor.
Here we have live jazz and expensive cognac."
The ambiance there became a highlight in my night wanderings. Eventually the
idea of me presenting poetry with a jazz band came forth. A few gigs took place
with Kind of Blue. Nobody threw rocks at me.....
Charles Luden, August 13, 2017

I got the job accidentally. I worked as a lead usher at the Washington Pavilion for
the first 4 years it was open, and I would always stop down after a show for a
glass of wine and pierogies before I headed to the Top Hat. Raz and I sparked up
a friendship as I sat in the corner stool at the bar. After I quit the Pavilion, I would
spend more time at the TOE and one night Raz asked if I was interested in
bartending after his bartender quit. I figured it would be just a temporary thing
and kind of fun so I agreed. That first night I went from bartending to waiting
tables within the first hour I was there. I quickly realized this place was different
and needed a little help. I never realized I was going to be stuck working there for
over 13 years. You quickly got caught up in the place, and I can’t even begin to
tell you about all the people I met that I am still friends with today. It was truly a
life experience that is hard to explain. You felt like you were a part of something
that was not only complicated and full of drama but a place that was a very
memorable life experience. You always felt like you weren’t in boring old Sioux
Falls when you were hanging out between the windowless stone and brick walls,
you felt like you were in a dingy pub in Europe or a Jazz Club in Chicago, it’s
what made the TOE special.
I have taken hundreds of photos of the people and bands of the TOE over the
years and these pages are just a small portion of my collection. I decided to
convert all the photos to black and white because the lighting in the TOE wasn’t
always the best, and the contrast of black and white brings consistency in the
images. I will apologize in advance that I wasn’t able to find any pictures of the
‘Ugly Table’ or the employee bathroom. Thank God.
A special thanks to long time staffers Melissa, Masha, Zhanna, Kevin, and Angie
who made working at TOE always an adventure, and the dozens of others who
helped keep the place together with duct tape and twine including the building’s
landlord and owner Jack Egge. Also a special thanks to regulars like John, Shane
and George.
Black Russian Shots is in reference to Raz’s favorite drink we would partake in
when things got hectic.
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PREFACE

The Touch of Europe (TOE) opened Downtown Sioux Falls on 12th & Phillips
kitty-corner across from the Federal Courthouse in 1995 and closed in February of
2014 (19 years). The original owner Martin from Lithuania created the space with his
own masonry skills. Due to financial concerns, Martin sold the restaurant to Razmik
Mkhitarian for next to nothing in 1997. At the time, ‘Raz’ was managing The Polish
Plate and when he left he asked a fellow Polish Plate employee Natasha (Natalya)
Skots to help him in the Kitchen.
A few years later, Raz and Natasha united in marriage. Raz and Natasha transformed
the place into South Dakota’s FIRST Jazz Club, and for a long time, the only Jazz
Club.
When the Washington Pavilion opened in 1999 it really changed the clientele and
business of TOE. At that time there was really only three major restaurants downtown,
Minerva’s, Kristina’s and Touch of Europe. The place was packed for dinner before
shows at the Pavilion, but the late-night crowd is really what boosted the popularity as
a jazz club. At that time, most shops downtown closed at 6 PM and almost all of the
restaurants closed at 9 PM. Your only options for entertainment after shows at the
Pavilion were a handful of bars, and if they had any entertainment it would be a rock
band. Nobody was serving apps, desserts, wine and Jazz like the TOE.
At the height of the popularity of the TOE, Razmik Mkhitarian, age 38, of Sioux Falls,
died by accidentally shooting himself at his home on July 28, 2006.
While difficult at times, Natasha continued the restaurant until it’s closure in February
of 2014. Natasha really was the secondary reason why people loved Touch of Europe
so much, she was an amazing Eastern European chef and all of her entrees were
made from scratch. When Natasha wasn’t cooking in the kitchen, the regulars would
know. Natasha used no set measurements and made everything from memory. It’s
still a mystery to this day what the ingredients were in the famous carrot slaw salad
and everyone’s favorite soup, Russian borscht (Ketchup is the secret ingredient folks).
Dozens of weddings and hundreds of engagements and wedding receptions occurred
at TOE. If I had a dollar for everyone who told me their first date with their current
spouse took place at TOE I would be a wealthy man. TOE was recognized many
times as Sioux Falls’ most romantic restaurant in the city.
Many famous Jazz artists played at TOE including renowned jazz guitarist, and Sioux
Falls native, Mike Miller who played dozens of gigs to a packed house. Even comedian Emo Phillips tried his chops one night at TOE after a gig at Nitwits playing
soprano sax. He begged Natasha to make him her famous cabbage rolls after the gig.
What made live music extra special at TOE were the hundreds of local jazz and blues
musicians who got to try their chops for the first time at the place and the local
veterans like Jim Speirs (Trumpet) and Jesse Christen (guitar) and Danny Larson
(Piano) and Curt Powell who was TOE’s house guitarist for years and former guitarist
for Myron Lee and the Caddies.
Though there was increasing competition downtown in the restaurant business and
live Jazz, Natasha didn’t close the restaurant because she wanted to, it was her life
and passion, and quite frankly her living. Due to an unfortunate accident of an
exploding water pipe attached to a fire hydrant in front of the restaurant in February of
2014, it flooded the basement restaurant in over two feet of water and destroyed
almost everything in the lower level. Natasha tried for over a year to reopen TOE with
little to no cooperation from the city. The city of Sioux Falls called the accident an ‘Act
of God’ which is ironic considering Natasha and Raz were devote Christians.
There are many happy memories too numerous to mention here and I hope my
photos bring back some those times when Jazz was King in Downtown Sioux Falls
fueled by fine wine and amazing European Cuisine.
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Scott L. Ehrisman, July 18, 2017

CURT POWELL (RIP) • 2000
(PHOTOS: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN)
TONY SAIA (RIP) • 2005

FRANK BASILE BAND
(POSTER & PHOTO:
SCOTT L. EHRISMAN) • 2007

FRANK BASILE BAND
(PHOTOS: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN) • 2007
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ORIGINAL SIGN • 2000
(PHOTOS: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN)
STANDARD TIME (JOEL, STEVE, JIM & JASON) • 2002

BLUES BASHERS, JESSE (TOP & BOTTOM) DAVE & BOBBY
(PHOTOS: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN) • NO DATE
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MIKE MILLER (GUITAR) SAM IRISH (BASS)
(PHOTOS: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN) • 2005

MIKE MILLER
(PHOTO: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN) • 2007
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ADAM NIEWOOD BAND with JUSTIN KISOR
(PHOTOS: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN) • 2007

ADAM NIEWOOD BAND with JUSTIN KISOR
(PHOTOS: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN) • 2007
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(NEXT 2 PAGES) PANORAMICS • 2007
(PHOTOS: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN)
MIKE MILLER (TOP & CENTER)
FRANK BASILE BAND (BOTTOM)
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17

MELISSA
(PHOTO: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN) • NO DATE
18

TROY
(PHOTO: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN) • NO DATE
19

JAMES & MARK • NO DATE
MATT (IN FRONT OF TOE) • NO DATE
(PHOTOS: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN)
HOPE & I (ART OF JAZZ) • 2006
(PHOTO: UNKNOWN)
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KEVIN • DATE
(PHOTOS: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN)
MASHA & KEVIN • NO DATE
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JESSE IN FRONT OF TOE
(PHOTO: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN) • 2007

KARA, SCOTT, DEREK & MARCI (BACKROOM) • 2013
(PHOTOS: UNKNOWN)
KARA, SCOTT & MASHA • NYE 2013

IN FRONT OF TOE
(PHOTO: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN) • 2006
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23

MATT • 2000
(PHOTOS: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN)
CHAD • NO DATE
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SCOTT, BECKY, CAM • NO DATE
(PHOTOS: UNKNOWN)
SCOTT & ROBIN • NO DATE
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SNEAK-A-PEEK • NO DATE
(PHOTOS: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN)
TONY’S BOOT • 2013
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TRACI, KARA, SCOTT, CHUCK • 2013 (PHOTO: UNKNOWN)
ME & THE MASK • 2013 (PHOTO: UNKNOWN)
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BOOTH #3 • NO DATE (PHOTO: UNKNOWN)
(LARRY, CHRIS, BARB, SCOTT & CHARLES)

CHUCK & SCOTT • 2002
(PHOTOS: UNKNOWN)
KARA & SCOTT • 2000

LAWYERS DINNER CLUB • 2004 (PHOTO: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN)
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MY LAST PHOTO
(PHOTO: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN) • 2013
Taken during my weekly Sunday morning cleaning.

IN MEMORY
RAZMIK MKHITARIAN (1967-2006)
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RAIN STORM OUT FRONT DOOR
(PHOTO: SCOTT L. EHRISMAN) • 2013

Razmik Mkhitarian, age 38, of Sioux Falls, died accidentally on
July 28, 2006. He was born in Tallinn, Estonia on August 13, 1967
to Zalibek and Margarita Mkhitarian. He moved to Sioux Falls in
1990 and 7 years later opened Touch of Europe in downtown
Sioux Falls. Grateful for sharing his life are his wife, Natasha,
children, Gabriel and Oliver, parents, Zalibek and Margarita,
brother, Arthur, and many nieces and nephews.
31

JESS, DAVE, BARB, JESSE, SCOTT & CHUCK
(PHOTO: UNKNOWN) • 2004
“I want to reserve the first booth by the bar so I can see
the band.” Oh yeah? You and everybody else.
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